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Beach/Park Cleanup Project Guidelines 
 

 Beach cleanup projects on weekends and holidays will only be permitted during low 
capacity hours from sunrise until 11 am. 

 

 Beach cleanup projects on weekdays will be permitted from sunrise to 11am and from 
4pm to sunset. 
 

 All non-beach cleanup projects will be permitted anytime during park operating hours 
that have no conflicting events.  

 

 All cleanup participants must follow CDC guidelines, including: 
 

o maintaining a minimum of 6 feet physical distance from each other and 
beach/park patrons while conducting the tasks 

o washing hands before and after the event 
 

 Group leaders must provide Volunteer Services with a logistical plan for keeping cleanup 
participants at recommended distances from each other and park patrons. 
 

 All cleanup participants are strongly encouraged to wear gloves and masks during the 
cleanup. 

 

 Cleanup groups are encouraged to use their own cleaning supplies such as grabbers 
and buckets. In the event equipment is loaned out to cleanup groups, Volunteer Services 
staff will disinfect cleaning supplies returned by the group leaders the same day it is 
received.  
 

 Group leaders borrowing equipment must schedule a time with Volunteer Services to 
pick up and return the cleanup supplies at the John Prince Park Administration building. 
When returning equipment, you must deliver the equipment to someone, do not leave 
the supplies outside the building.  

 

 Parking (events scheduled at South Inlet and R.G. Kreusler): 
 

o Weekend beach cleanups shall be issued a max of three (3) parking passes for 
the specific time frame and be encouraged to car pool. 

 
o Weekday beach cleanups shall be issued a max of twelve (12) parking passes 

for the specific time frame and still be encouraged to car pool. 
 

o Parking passes shall be valid for one date and less than a three-hour duration 
during the low capacity hours from sunrise until 11 am. 


